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Remote Controls are an Important Part of Any Home System 

Does shuffling many remotes just to watch a movie frustrate you? 

Do you ask your kids to ‘fix’ the television after you press the wrong button  
and static comes up on the screen? 

Does your living room look like a remote control display store? 

If you answered yes to any of these questions Current Concepts has a solution to simplify your system! 

Many home systems have three, four, or five remotes to operate the entertainment system.   If you want to 

watch a DVD, you would probably need to do something like this: 

Step 1 – Select the TV remote, then turn on the television, then select the proper input. 

Step 2 – Select Receiver remote, then turn on the receiver, then select the DVD. 

Step 3 – Select DVD remote, turn on DVD player, then press play. 

A universal remote control is often considered an afterthought or as an option.  It should be considered as an 

integral part of the system.  Current Concepts sells and installs radio frequency (RF) remotes.  This type of 

remote allows you to press a button for the DVD and the remote control system takes care of all the rest.  

There is no limitation of line-of-sight between the furniture and equipment that is typical with infrared (IR) 

remotes.  RF-capable systems, which work through cabinet doors and walls, can even operate from a different 

room.   

The newest generation in remote controls are Wi-Fi, whole house automation remotes - These remotes use the 

homes Wi-Fi network.  Imagine being able to control every system and appliance in your home - not just from 

your couch, but from any room in your house and even remotely.  Put simply, home automation is anything 

that gives you remote or automatic control of things around the home. The systems that you can control with 

this remote control include:    

 Entertainment (TV, DVD, Blue-ray, Music)  

 Lighting  

 Appliances 

 Heating and cooling systems 

 Security and monitoring systems  

 Communications (telephones, intercoms, networking)  

 Lawn sprinklers  

 Shades and draperies 

Remotes, Not just for TV’s anymore!   

Contact Current Concepts today to see how changing your remote can change and simplify your life. 
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